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Correspondence
- Coaches/managers
Thanks for your continued feedback. The feedback is used to assign referees for the
appropriate level of games, as well as a development/feedback tool to our referees.
- Not all the teams are sending in feedback. Please take the time to fill in the feedback formwe would love to hear from you. Also, please let us know if a referee has done well in a game!
Referee Complaints
We received someformal referee complaints. The complaints were reviewed by Bruno and
other Board members, with input and law clarifications from Emad. The referees were met in
person, and their statements taken. Both complaints were resolved.

Referee Information
- For the first time, all MWSL games were officiated by all female referees! Also, all the MWSL
games were mentored/assessed by BC Soccer assessors. The finals were a big success for the
league and our refereeing program
- This season, we worked with BC Soccer to participate in its Referee Integration Program. All
the leagues in the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island exchanged referees. MWSL provided
about 15 referees to the program. 12 of the MWSL were used in the program. Referees from
the VMSL, Lower Island, Burnaby League and the FVL were used in those games. Overall, it was

a very successful program. We look forward to participating and contributing to the program
next year.
- Over 40 new referees added to our pool since March 2018
- Reaching out to multiple head referees to provide opportunities to young and up and
coming referees, especially assistant referees. Thank you to all the head referees who
supported the MWSL refereeing program!
- Very few games without both assistant referees present
- Female referees were presented the opportunity to officiate Premier and Selects division
games

Thanks for your continued support, and I look forward to a great 2019-20 season!
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